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Xianyou woodcarvings is an important component of the Longyan woodcarvings 
which is one of the four traditional woodcarvings of China. It has a long history that 
began in the Tang-Song Dynasties and flourished in the Ming-Qing Dynasties. At 
present, as China's economy grows rapidly, Xianyou woodcarvings also starts a new 
round of rapid development. Xianyou Artistic woodcarving is thriving and prosperous 
particularly. However, there are some problems in the process, such as the ignorance 
of the study and theory summarizing on traditional woodcarving, the prevalence of 
“value technology more and academy less”, and the carftmen’s blindness in inheriting 
and developing of Xianyou woodcarvings. Based on the current situation, the paper 
studys the inheritance and development of Xianyou woodcarvings from the view of 
aesthetics. The author collects lots of pictures and examples in onsite investigation 
and literature research, makes a comprehensive summary on inheritance and features 
of the Xianyou woodcarvings, analyses the current situation and problems of Xianyou 
woodcarvings. The author suggests starting with the innovation in concepts. We 
should learn from successful sculptor's ideas and techniques, renew the traditional 
aesthetics concepts, enrich themes and forms and make technique innovation to 
inherit and develop Xianyou Artistic woodcarving. Xianyou woodcarvings is one of 
the non-material cultural heritage of China. Purely imitation of the tradition can’t be 
inheritance, let alone development. The paper aims at studying the inheritance and 
development of Xianyou woodcarvings, which is of acedemic significance by 
enriching the theory studies of Xianyou woodcarvings. Also it will be of practical 
significance on the industrial development of Xianyou woodcarvings. 
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图 1  岐山郑氏大宅院斗拱上斗拱雕刻          图 2  红厝瓦陈氏民居雕刻 
 图片 1、2来源：蒋维锬主编《莆仙老民居》，福建人民出版社，2003 年 
                                                        





























图 3  杜甫 作者：林庆财               图 4  嫦娥奔月 作者：林洪英 





7587.htm，2009 年 5 月 
资料来源：
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